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a b s t r a c t

Consciousness research has much focused on faster frequencies like alpha or gamma while
neglecting the slower ones in the infraslow (0.001–0.1 Hz) and slow (0.1–1 Hz) frequency
range. These slower frequency ranges have a ‘‘bad reputation” though; their increase in
power can observed during the loss of consciousness as in sleep, anesthesia, and vegetative
state. However, at the same time, slower frequencies have been conceived instrumental for
consciousness. The present paper aims to resolve this paradox which I describe as ‘‘paradox
of slow frequencies”. I first show various data that suggest a central role of slower frequen-
cies in integrating faster ones, i.e., ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness”. Such
‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” is disrupted during the loss of consciousness
as in anesthesia and sleep leading to ‘‘temporo-spatial fragmentation and isolation”
between slow and fast frequencies. Slow frequencies are supposedly mediated by neural
activity in upper cortical layers in higher-order associative regions as distinguished from
lower cortical layers that are related to faster frequencies. Taken together, slower and fas-
ter frequencies take on different roles for the level/state of consciousness. Faster frequen-
cies by themselves are sufficient and thus a neural correlate of consciousness (NCC) while
slower frequencies are a necessary non-sufficient condition of possible consciousness, e.g.,
a neural predisposition of the level/state of consciousness (NPC). This resolves the ‘‘paradox
of slow frequencies” in that it assigns different roles to slower and faster frequencies in
consciousness, i.e., NCC and NPC. Taken as NCC and NPC, fast and slow frequencies includ-
ing their relation as in ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” can be considered a
first ‘‘building bloc” of a future ‘‘temporo-spatial theory of consciousness” (TTC)
(Northoff, 2013; Northoff, 2014b; Northoff & Huang, 2017).
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1. Introduction

The brain’s neural activity can be characterized by different frequencies ranging from infraslow (0.01–0.1 Hz), over slow
(0.1–1 Hz) and fast (1–40 Hz) to ultrafast (40–180 Hz) frequencies (Buzsaki, 2006; Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004). Power is stron-
gest in the infraslow range with decreasing degrees of power in slow, fast and ultrafast ranges following power law distri-
bution (He, 2011, 2014; He, Zempel, Snyder, & Raichle, 2010; Hiltunen et al., 2014; Huang, Ferri, Longtin, Dumont, &
Northoff, 2016). Despite the power being strongest in the slower frequencies (including the infraslow and slow frequency
range), the main focus in research on consciousness has been on higher frequencies like alpha and gamma – they are often
have been conceived as neural correlates of consciousness (NCC) (see Bachmann & Hudetz, 2015; Dehaene & Changeux,
2011; Klimesch, 2012; Koch, Massimini, Boly, & Tononi, 2016; Palva & Palva, 2007).

In contrast to the faster frequencies, slower frequencies including infraslow and slow ranges, have a ‘‘bad reputation”
when it comes to consciousness. Loss of consciousness as in sleep, anesthesia, and vegetative state goes along with decreased
power in higher frequencies and an abnormal power shift towards slower frequencies (see below as well as Fingelkurts,
Fingelkurts, Bagnato, Boccagni, & Galardi, 2011; He, Snyder, Zempel, Smyth, & Raichle, 2008; He et al., 2010; Lewis et al.,
2012; Sitt et al., 2014; Tagliazucchi & Laufs, 2014). Accordingly, when considered by themselves, that is, independent of
higher frequencies, the slower frequencies seem to be irrelevant for consciousness.

That stands opposite to recent data though. Various studies show infraslow and slow frequency ranges are central in
mediating consciousness (see Hiltunen et al., 2014; Huang, Duncan, Pokorny, & Northoff, submitted for publication; Li,
Hill, & He, 2014; Monto, Palva, Voipio, & Palva, 2008; Palva & Palva, 2012; Sanchez-Vives & Mattia, 2014; Van Someren,
Van Der Werf, Roelfsema, Mansvelder, & da Silva, 2011 and others; see below). The exact neuronal mechanisms of slower
frequencies like their processing in different cortical layers remain and how that impacts consciousness unclear though.
He and Raichle (2009), for instance, suggest that, due to their long cycle durations, the slow frequencies are ideal to integrate
different inputs (in upper cortical layers of higher-order regions; see below) and consecutively to account for the unity of
consciousness (see also Northoff, 2014b, 2016 as well as He & Raichle, 2009). Taken together with the data, this hypothesis
suggest a central role of slow frequencies for consciousness.

Taken together, we are confronted with what I call the ‘‘paradox of slow frequencies”: on the one hand, slow frequencies
apparently mediate the level/state of consciousness while, on the other hand, their power increase leads to the loss of con-
sciousness. Therefore, the general aim in this paper is to discuss the role of slower frequencies for the brain’s neural activity
in general and the level/state of consciousness in particular; this, as I postulate, will resolve the ‘‘paradox of slow frequen-
cies” (see Fig. 1).

More specifically, based on recent empirical findings targeting specifically slower frequencies in consciousness, I suggest
a specific neuronal mechanism of slow frequencies for the level/state, e.g., ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness”
(first part in the paper) of consciousness. ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” allows for integrating slower and
faster frequencies which is based on the higher power and long phase or cycle durations of the infraslow frequency fluctu-
ations. Moreover, I suggest that ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” is based on integrating different inputs, i.e.,
‘‘input summation”, in upper cortical layers (as in higher-order associative regions) (second part in this paper).

I conclude that the slower frequencies are a necessary though non-sufficient condition of possible consciousness, a ‘‘neu-
ral predisposition of consciousness’ (NPC) as I say (Northoff, 2013, 2014b; Northoff & Heiss, 2015) that operates as ‘‘temporal
Fig. 1. ‘‘Paradox of slow frequencies” in the neuroscience of consciousness. Findings show increased power in slow frequencies during the loss of
consciousness (left side) while others emphasize the long phase or cycle duration of the slow frequencies as ideal for integration (right side). Hence, when
taken together, the slow frequencies seem to mediate both the loss and the presence of consciousness – this amounts to what I describe as ‘‘paradox of slow
frequencies”.
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basement” or ‘‘default-mode of the cerebral cortex” (Sanchez-Vives & Mattia, 2014). In contrast, faster frequencies are suf-
ficient by themselves for consciousness and thus a neural correlate of consciousness (NCC) (Bachmann & Hudetz, 2015;
Dehaene & Changeux, 2011; Engel & Singer, 2001; Tallon-Baudry, 2009). The ‘‘paradox of slow frequencies” can thus be
resolved by showing different roles of slower and faster frequencies in consciousness, i.e., NPC and NCC. More generally, I
consider the here suggested mechanism of ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” as first ‘‘building bloc” of a truly
‘‘temporo-spatial theory of consciousness” (TTC) (Northoff, 2013, 2014b; Northoff & Huang, submitted for publication).

2. Slow and fast frequencies – ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness

2.1. Cross-frequency coupling and scale-free activity in the awake brain – ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness”

How can we describe the temporal structure of the brain’s spontaneous activity? The brain’s spontaneous activity shows a
certain not yet fully clear temporal structure. That temporal structure can be described by neuronal measures like cross-
frequency coupling (CFC), scale-free activity, and phase shifting/locking. Let us start with CFC.

Cross-frequency coupling (CFC) describes the linkage between different frequency ranges with typically the amplitude of
the higher frequency range being coupled to and integrated within the phase of the lower (see Aru et al., 2015; Buzsaki &
Draguhn, 2004; Buzsaki, Logothetis, & Singer, 2013; Hyafil, Giraud, Fontolan, & Gutkin, 2015) and infraslow ranges
(Huang, Ferri, et al., 2016; Huang, Obara, Davis, Pokorny, & Northoff, 2016). That leads to a complex temporal structure
where the faster frequencies is contained or nested within the longer phase or cycle duration of the slower one – this can
be described as ‘‘temporal nestedness” (see also He et al., 2010). Since CFC may also operate across different regions/net-
works (He, 2011; Huang, Ferri, et al., 2016; Huang, Obara, et al., 2016; Lee, Northoff, & Wu, 2014), one can speak of
‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness” (see Fig. 2a).

In addition to CFC, ‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness” is also indexed by scale-free activity. Scale-free activity describes rela-
tionships in the pattern of neural activity over time in terms of long-range temporal correlation (LRTC) that conform to
power-law distribution – this can be measured by power law exponent (PLE) or detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) (He
et al., 2010; Linkenkaer-Hansen, Nikouline, Palva, & Ilmoniemi, 2001; Manning, Jacobs, Fried, & Kahana, 2009; Palva et al.,
2013). fMRI studies show that infraslow spontaneous fluctuations observed in the resting-state conform to a power-law dis-
tribution and hence show LRTCs (He, 2011, 2014; He et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2015) which has also been related to self-
consciousness (Huang, Ferri, et al., 2016; Huang, Obara, et al., 2016).

Higher LRTCs, with a larger power-law exponent, are related to a higher time-lagged autocorrelation – this suggests that
the past pattern of a system has a stronger influence on its future dynamics (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001). Furthermore,
the LRTCs can be characterized by nested frequencies with phase–amplitude coupling (PAC) as specific instance of CFC,
where the phase of lower frequencies modulates the amplitude of higher ones (Canolty et al., 2006; He et al., 2010;
Lakatos, Karmos, Mehta, Ulbert, & Schroeder, 2008; Monto et al., 2008; Tort et al., 2008; Vanhatalo et al., 2004). Taken
together, scale-free activity and CFC index the ‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness” of the brain’s spontaneous activity.

How are scale-free activity and CFC related to each other? Data in healthy awake subjects suggest close relationship
between scale-free activity and CFC. A study by He et al. (2010) investigated both scale-free activity and CFC in the slow fre-
quency range in ECoG as well as in fluctuations as in stock market and seismic earth waves. They (He et al., 2010) observed
scale-free activity in all three instances but different kinds of CFC – this led them suggest that scale-free activity and its
structure are mediated by CFC (see also Honey et al., 2012; Stephens, Honey, & Hasson, 2013 for additional support). That
Fig. 2a. ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” in the brain’s spontaneous activity and the level/state of consciousness. Cross-frequency coupling:
From the phase of the slower to the amplitude of the faster frequency – ‘‘temporal integration and nestedness”. The figure shows how the phase of the
slower frequency (blue line) is coupled to the amplitude of the faster frequency (green line). The vertical dotted lines point out the moments where phase
and amplitude are coupled with each other with the peak of the faster frequency amplitude occurring in the trough of the slower frequency phase (and vice
versa). Such cross-frequency coupling requires temporal integration and leads to the nesting of the faster frequency amplitude within the phase of the
slower frequency, i.e., temporal nestedness. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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is further supported by Huang, Ferri, et al. (2016) and Huang, Obara, et al. (2016) who observed positive correlation between
PLE and CFC in the infrasow frequency range as measured in fMRI: the higher the PLE in a particular region, the higher the
CFC in that region.

How are the slower frequencies as measured usually in fMRI related to the faster ones as acquired in MEG/EEG? Hiltunen
et al. (2014) demonstrated that the infraslow frequencies as measured in fMRI can also be detected in EEG when applying a
specific device (Hiltunen et al., 2014). This suggests that infraslow frequencies (as in fMRI) do have a real physiological basis
rather than being mere noise (Palva & Palva, 2012). Moreover, one recent study demonstrated that the temporo-spatial pat-
terns of CFC as indexed by phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) and cross-regional biPhase Locking values (bPLV) as acquired in
ECoG mimicked the resting state pattern of neural networks as in fMRI (Weaver et al., 2016).

Specifically, PAC was observed between the slow frequency phase and the fast frequency amplitude while bPLV indexing
phase synchrony between different regions was only observed in specific narrow slow and fast frequency bands. The spatial
patterns of both PAC and bPLV mirrored resting state fMRI functional connectivity maps and their respective neural net-
works: the slow frequency phase of a seed region entrained the higher frequency amplitudes of the other regions included
in the respective neural network (like the sensorimotor network) (Weaver et al., 2016).

The observation of phase-to-amplitude coupling from slower to faster frequency coupling occurs across the divide of
slower and faster frequencies as measured with fMRI and MEG/EEG (Sadaghiani et al., 2012; Siebenhühner, Wang, Palva,
& Palva, 2016; Zhigalov, Arnulfo, Nobili, Palva, & Palva, 2015). For instance, Sadaghiani et al. (2012) demonstrated that
the infraslow frequencies (as measured in fMRI) predict (and are thus coupled to) the phase of the alpha frequency (as mea-
sured in EEG). One can thus speak of ‘‘temporal integration” between slower and faster frequencies as a hallmark feature of
the brain’s temporal structure.

Such ‘‘temporal integration” seems to be mainly based and engineered by the slower frequencies with their strong power
and long cycle durations. This is articulated in the ‘‘model of synchronized gating” (SG) by Florin and Baillet (2015). They
show extensive PAC, i.e., CFC in resting state MEG. Based on these findings, they postulate that the long cycle duration of
the slower frequency serve as gate, i.e., gating mechanisms for integrating the faster frequencies in both local and distant
brain regions’ neural activity in a coherent way: by synchronizing them to the long cycle durations or phases of the slower
frequency, the amplitudes of faster frequencies in even distant regions can be coordinated with each other – PAC and more
generally CFC thus allows for long-range communication.

Taken together, the spontaneous activity shows an elaborate temporal structure that can be featured by various neuronal
mechanisms. These neuronal mechanisms include CFC with PAC, phase locking, and scale-free activity with LRTC. Despite
their differences, these neuronal mechanisms share that they integrate different frequencies for which reason I speak of
‘‘temporal integration”. Since the very same temporal mechanisms also allow for integrating different regions’ neural activ-
ities, one can speak of ‘‘temporo-spatial integration”. Temporo-spatial integration, in turn, allows to contain and nest the fas-
ter frequencies within the slower ones entailing ‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness”. I now postulate that such ‘‘temporo-spatial
integration” and ‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness” are central for constituting and maintaining the level/state of consciousness.

2.2. Spiking, LFP, and phase locking in anesthesia – ‘‘temporo-spatial fragmentation”

In a landmark study, Lewis et al. (2012) simultaneously investigated spiking in single unit recording and local field poten-
tials (LFP) in three subjects with epilepsy during the loss of consciousness when undergoing anesthesia with Propofol (see
also Mukamel, Wong, Prerau, Brown, & Purdon, 2011; Mukamel et al., 2014 as well as Purdon, Sampson, Pavone, & Brown,
2015; Purdon et al., 2013). During the application of increasing propofol dosage subjects were stimulated with an auditory
task where they heard their own name (every 4 s) with subsequent response, i.e., button click. The loss of consciousness
(LOC) was defined as the time period from 1 s before the first missed stimuli to the second missed stimuli (in a sequence)
amounting to a 5 s period (1 s + 4 s as interstimulus interval). This allowed them to compare the time period before the loss
of consciousness (pre-LOC) with the one after the loss of consciousness (post-LOC).

Let us start with the spiking rates. The spike rates decreased after 0–30 s of LOC with decreases of 81–92% when com-
pared to pre-LOC. However, after around 4 min into the post-LOC state, the spike rates recovered and even increased
(30%) when compared to pre-LOC. The temporal structure of the spike firing even when recovered remained different
though: the spikes occurred in short periods in a highly dense way interrupted by rather long period of total silence, i.e., total
suppression during LOC. Hence spiking is preserved even when consciousness is lost; however, the firing pattern, i.e., its tem-
poral structure, changed showing long periods of silence.

How about the LFP? The data showed a clear increase in the power of the slow oscillation (0.1–1 Hz), i.e., SCP, in post-LOC
which, unlike the spiking rates, remained stable throughout the whole period (5 min) during which consciousness was lost.
Other frequencies like delta (increase), theta (decrease), alpha (increase), and gamma (increase) also changed but did not
remain stable throughout the whole 5 min when consciousness was lost. The authors conclude that the increase in the
power of SCP indicate the beginning of the loss of consciousness whereas the higher frequencies’ power cannot be taken
as such index (due to their instability in the period when consciousness was lost).

How are the LFP and especially the SCP related to the spiking rates during LOC? The spiking rate was abnormally strong
coupled to the phase of the SCP: 46.9% of the spikes from all recording units occurred near the trough (indexing high
excitability as distinguished from the low excitability of the peak) in the phase of the slow oscillation (0.1–1 Hz). Most inter-
estingly, such increased phase-spike coupling developed within seconds (�2.5 to 7.5 s) of LOC onset and may therefore be
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regarded an index of LOC. The increase in phase-spiking coupling during LOC means that the firing is condensed to certain
periods, i.e., the trough while the remaining periods, the descending, ascending and peak parts of the slow oscillations’ cycle
durations, do not show any firing anymore. The authors therefore speak of ‘‘on- and off-states” in firing rates and conse-
quently ‘‘temporal fragmentation” during LOC. In contrast, spiking is not as strongly enslaved or entrained by the SCP phase
when consciousness is still present: neurons fire here in all phases of the ongoing SCP including peak and trough as well as
ascending and descending phases.

The authors also investigated the relationship between different channels, that is, how the temporal dynamics translates
into spatial distribution. They calculated a phase-locking factor (PLF) between two oscillations in near and distant channels.
While the PLF for near channels was the same for pre- and post-LOC, it decreased proportionally with distance: the more
distant the channel, the more variable the phase offsets of the respective channels. The same hold analogously for the
phase-spiking rates: the more distant spiking rates were no longer as strongly associated with a specific part of the ongoing
phase, e.g., trough, as the local firing rates. The local temporo-spatial dynamics is thus preserved while the more distant or
global temporo-spatial dynamics is broken down, i.e., fragmented – this suggests impaired communication between distant
regions and thus ‘‘spatial fragmentation”.

In sum, these and other studies (Mukamel et al., 2014; Purdon et al., 2013, 2015) show that the slow cortical oscillations,
e.g., SCP (0.1–1 Hz) increase their power during the loss of consciousness. Moreover, the data suggest that, during LOC, SCP
couple, i.e., enslave, the spiking rates, i.e., phase-spike coupling, and higher frequencies like alpha in an abnormal way as
manifest in on and off periods – this leads to ‘‘temporal fragmentation and isolation” in neural activity. Finally, the data sug-
gest that the coupling of the slower frequencies’ phase to the faster frequencies’ amplitude, i.e., cross-frequency coupling
(CFC), between different regions is disrupted implying ‘‘spatial fragmentation” of neural activity (Blain-Moraes, Lee, Ku,
Noh, & Mashour, 2014). Taken both spatial and temporal dimensions together, one can characterize neural activity during
the loss of consciousness by ‘‘temporo-spatial fragmentation” which replaces ‘‘temporo-spatial integration” as in the awake
brain.

2.3. Cross-frequency coupling and scale-free activity during the loss of consciousness – ‘‘temporo-spatial isolation”

How about scale-free activity during the loss of consciousness? Data show alterations in scale-free activity (as measured
with either the power law index/PLE or the Hurst detrended fluctuations analysis/DFA (He, 2014; He et al., 2010; Huang
et al., 2015) during the loss of consciousness. For instance, scale-free activity (as measured by PLE or DFA) is progressively
reduced during the sleep stages 1–3 (Tagliazucchi, Behrens, & Laufs, 2013; Tagliazucchi, von Wegner, et al., 2013); this
remains to be shown for other altered states of consciousness like anesthesia or vegetative state though.

Other studies also demonstrate the central role of especially the slow frequencies and their relation to faster ones for dis-
tinguishing conscious and unconscious processing in the healthy brain. For instance, Monto et al. (2008) showed that the
relation between the phase of the ongoing slower frequencies (0.01–0.1 Hz) and the timing of the stimulus (i.e., a somatosen-
sory stimulus) relative to the phase predicts whether that very same stimulus is associated with consciousness or not. More-
over, the consciousness of the stimulus was associated with increased coupling from the phase of the slower frequency to the
faster frequencies (>1 Hz), i.e., cross-frequency coupling (CFC). Another study observed increased CFC from delta phase to the
amplitudes of beta and gamma frequencies during conscious trials (Nakatani, Raffone, & van Leeuwen, 2014).

Disruption of CFC has also been observed during the loss of consciousness as in anesthesia. A recent study during anes-
thesia in rats observed decreased cross-frequency coupling, i.e., 1 Hz phase and 10 Hz amplitude as well as decreased phase
coupling in the alpha band between anterior and posterior regions (Blain-Moraes et al., 2014, 2015). However, more inves-
tigations of slow-high frequency CFC in relation to both transitory and permanent loss of consciousness need to be con-
ducted (see Fig. 2b).

The crucial relevance of the slower frequencies in the infraslow range between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz for CFC and subsequently
for consciousness has since been supported by other studies (Huang et al., submitted for publication; Kösem, Gramfort, & van
Wassenhove, 2014; Li et al., 2014; Wohlschläger et al., 2016). Huang et al. (submitted for publication) could show that the
power of slow 5 (0.01–0.027 Hz) infraslow fluctuations (as in fMRI) in perigenual anterior cingulate cortex 13–20 s prior to a
face stimulus onset predicted subsequent conscious or unconscious perception and post-stimulus functional connectivity
from PACC to fusiform face area. Wohlschläger et al. (2016) demonstrated that the contralateral visual cortex showed
enhanced infraslow frequency power during conscious trials when compared to unconscious ones.

Taken together, these studies further support to the central role of infraslow frequency fluctuations and their phase with
the long cycle durations in mediating the level/state of consciousness. The infraslow frequency fluctuations seem to be rel-
evant for distinguishing transitory conscious and unconscious processing in the awake brain; both cross-frequency coupling
and scale-free activity remain to be tested during transitory loss of consciousness, i.e., conscious vs unconscious processing.
While there is at least one study showing decrease of scale-free activity in the infraslow range during the permanent loss of
consciousness as in sleep; this remains to be extended to other disorders of consciousness and complemented by investiga-
tion of CFC in these states though.

Despite the lack of more extensive data, the current results suggest that the integration between different frequencies as
indexed by scale-free activity and CFC is apparently central for mediating consciousness. Once the different frequencies are
decoupled and thus isolated from each other, consciousness is either transitorily (as in the awake state during unconscious-
ness) and permanently (as in the disorders of consciousness) lost. ‘‘Temporal nestedness” in the brain’s spontaneous activity



Fig. 2b. ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” in the brain’s spontaneous activity and the level/state of consciousness. Disruption of cross-
frequency coupling during the loss of consciousness – ‘‘temporal fragmentation and isolation”. That very same cross-frequency coupling is disrupted during
the loss of consciousness as in anesthesia or sleep – this leads to ‘‘temporal fragmentation and isolation” in the brain’s spontaneous activity as indicated by
the red crosses. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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may then be replaced by ‘‘temporal isolation”; since corresponding observations can be made on the spatial side, one can
speak of ‘‘temporo-spatial isolation”.

2.4. ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” – level/state of consciousness

How can ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” account for the level/state of consciousness? The data by Lewis
et al. (2012) show that ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” of neural activity across different frequencies and
regions are disrupted leading to ‘‘temporo-spatial fragmentation and isolation” during the permanent loss of consciousness.
Albeit tentatively, this is supported by data in the awake brain that show analogous changes in CFC and scale-free activity
during the transitory loss of consciousness in unconscious processing. I therefore suppose that ‘‘temporo-spatial integration”
with subsequent ‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness” between different frequencies and regions is a central temporo-spatial mech-
anism of the brain’s spontaneous activity for constituting and maintaining the level/state of consciousness. Let us develop
this hypothesis in more detail in the following.

Measures like CFC, phase locking, and scale-free activity, index the continuously changing spatiotemporal structure of the
brain’s spontaneous activity. Reductions in these measures thus indicate decrease in the ‘‘dynamic repertoire” of the spon-
taneous activity’s spatiotemporal structure (Bachmann & Hudetz, 2014; Hudetz, Liu, & Pillay, 2015). This is further supported
by considering other measures like entropy, functional connectivity, and complexity that also change during transitory or
permanent loss of consciousness (Barttfeld et al., 2015; Casali et al., 2013; Chennu et al., 2014; Gosseries et al., 2011;
Hudetz et al., 2015; King & Dehaene, 2014; Marinazzo et al., 2014; Monti et al., 2013; Sarasso et al., 2015; Tagliazucchi &
Laufs, 2014). This suggests that the overall ‘‘dynamic repertoire” of the brain’s spontaneous activity as indexed by CFC,
scale-free activity, and other measures is reduced during the loss of consciousness. Hence, the degree of the ‘‘dynamic reper-
toire” of the brain’s spontaneous activity may be directly proportional to the level/state of consciousness.

The ‘‘dynamic repertoire” is also relevant on the psychological level of arousal, i.e., the level/state of consciousness that
can also be featured by the inclusion of different times scales: we are awake over different time periods extending from mil-
liseconds over seconds to minutes and from there even to hours and days. These different time scales are related and linked
and thus integrated in our level/state of consciousness: we usually do not perceive and make a difference between our short-
and long-term arousal (though there are somemicro-fluctuations). The level/state of consciousness is thus a dynamic feature
in temporal regard in that it requires integration of different time scales and, put into a more mechanistic framework, their
respective frequencies.

I now hypothesize that the integration of different time scales and their respective frequencies featuring the level/state of
consciousness is directly related to the ‘‘temporal integration” (or better ‘‘temporo-spatial integration”) on the neuronal side.
The neuronal data show that transitory or permanent decrease in ‘‘temporal integration” as indexed by CFC, phase locking,
and scale-free activity, lead to either transitory or permanent decrease in the level/state of consciousness. The degree of such
‘‘temporal integration” can be determined by the range of different frequencies that are coupled and integrated with each
other: the larger that very same range of frequencies, the higher the degree of ‘‘temporal integration”, the more different
time scales are integrated, and the higher the level/state of consciousness (see Fig. 2c).

Let us provide a specific example. Both CFC and scale-free activity allow integrating infraslow (0.01 Hz) and fast (like
10 Hz as in alpha) frequencies – that integrates and links, for instance, a temporal range from 100 s (as corresponding to
the cycle duration of 0.01 Hz) to 100 ms (as related to the cycle duration 10 Hz). Hence, the CFC allows for temporal integra-
tion of infraslow and fast/alpha frequencies in a temporal range between 100 s and 100 ms which, as I hypothesize, leads to
arousal and thus level/state of consciousness over exactly that very same time period. Now imagine if the infraslow frequen-
cies (0.01 Hz) is no longer coupled to the fast one, i.e., alpha with 10 Hz. Instead, there may only be coupling from delta (1 Hz



Fig. 2c. ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” in the brain’s spontaneous activity and the level/state of consciousness. Temporal integration of
different time scales and the level/state of consciousness. The left panel show temporal integration on the neuronal level in terms of cross-frequency
coupling (same as in Fig. 2a). This, as I hypothesize, makes possible the temporal integration of different time ranges on the behavioral level which
corresponds to the level/state of consciousness (right panel).
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as corresponding to 1000 ms) to alpha (10 Hz as signifying 100 ms). In that case, the time period of CFC and temporal inte-
gration is much shorter which, in turn, leads to much a shorter period of arousal, i.e., level/state of consciousness. Accord-
ingly, the time range of temporal integration on the neuronal level as indexed by scale-free activity and CFC may directly
correspond to the time range of arousal, i.e., the level/state of consciousness. Moreover, a stimulus arriving in the first case
of temporal integration over longer time intervals has a much higher likelihood of showing high level/state of consciousness
than in the second case with temporal integration over the short time window (see Fig. 2d).

More generally, I postulate that the degree of ‘‘temporal integration” including its extension over different frequencies or
time windows in the brain’s spontaneous activity as indexed by scale-free activity, CFC, and phase locking directly trans-
forms into corresponding ‘‘temporal integration” of different time scales on the psychological level of arousal, i.e., the
level/state of consciousness. If different time scales over a long temporal range, i.e., different frequencies, can no longer
be linked either transitorily or permanently in the brain’s spontaneous activity, they will make ‘‘temporal integration” of dif-
ferent time scales on the psychological level impossible. ‘‘Temporo-spatial nestedness” is then replaced by ‘‘temporo-spatial
isolation” in the brain’s spontaneous activity – this manifests in the transitory or permanent loss of the level/state of con-
sciousness as the data show. Both ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” and level/state of consciousness can be con-
sidered global states. They are global in the sense that they include and integrate different time scales and their respective
frequencies. Such a temporally global state in the brain and its spontaneous activity finds its corresponding temporal analog
in an equally temporally global state on the psychological state, i.e., the level/state of consciousness. The characterization of
the level/state of consciousness as global state must be distinguished from the contents of consciousness (that may be rather
locally generated); the temporally global neuronal state underlying the level/state of consciousness supports ‘‘conscious
experiences in their entirety, irrespective of their specific contents” (Koch et al., 2016, 308). I hypothesize that the sponta-
neous activity’s ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” provide such global neuronal candidate mechanism for the
level/state of consciousnessas global psychological state.

2.5. ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” – distinction from contents, GNWT, and IIT

We need to distinguish the there suggested global neuronal mechanism of ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness”
from other forms of globalization. In a nutshell, the Global Neuronal Workspace Theory (GNWS) (Dehaene & Changeux,
2011; Dehaene, Charles, King, & Marti, 2014) postulates that neural activity must be globalized to prefrontal-parietal cortex
and later processing stages (like P300) in order to allow access the associated cognitive functions which, in turn, are central
for consciousness. Since the cognitive functions are central here, one can speak of ‘‘cognitive globalization”.

This is different from the globalization suggested here. The main factor in ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness”
are not the respectively associated cognitive functions. Instead, it is rather the linkage and integration between different fre-
quencies (and different regions on the spatial side) that allows for globalization – globalization is here understood in a tem-
poral way as related to the range of different frequencies. One can therefore speak of ‘‘temporo-spatial globalization” as
distinguished from ‘‘cognitive globalization”. What is central for the level/state of consciousness is not so much the involve-
ment of cognitive functions, as in ‘‘cognitive globalization”, but the range of different frequencies and their temporal inte-
gration, i.e., temporo-spatial globalization. Accordingly, rather than being cognitive, I consider the level/state of
consciousness as primarily temporo-spatial and globalized in this way, i.e., ‘‘temporo-spatial globalization”.



Fig. 2d. ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” in the brain’s spontaneous activity and the level/state of consciousness. Relationship between
temporal integration on neuronal (y-axis) and behavioral (x-axis) levels and the level/state of consciousness (z-axis). The figure shows the degrees of
temporal integration in the brain’s spontaneous activity (y-axis) and in behavior (x-axis) and how that relationship mediates the level/state of
consciousness (z-axis). Low degrees of temporal integration on both neuronal and behavioral levels are associated with the low degrees in the level/state of
consciousness which can be either permanently damaged leading to non-conscious processing or transitorily with unconscious processing.
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‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” also needs to be distinguished from information integration as postulated
in the ‘‘information integration theory” (IIT) (Tononi & Koch, 2015; Tononi et al., 2016). The concept of integration can take
on different meanings ranging frommultisensory over vegetative, bodily, cognitive, and phenomenological to purely formal-
mathematical notions (Mudrik, Faivre, & Koch, 2014; Park, Correia, Ducorps, & Tallon-Baudry, 2014). Most importantly, nei-
ther is necessarily associated with consciousness as the empirical data suggest (Mudrik et al., 2014). That may make neces-
sary to determine the concept of ‘integration’ in a different way.

The concept of ‘integration’ presupposed in ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” is neither sensory nor cognitive
(or otherwise); instead, it is strictly temporal and spatial pertaining to the coupling and linkage between different temporal
(and spatial) dimensions like different frequency ranges; that, in turn, as I claim, generates the level/state of consciousness.
For that reason, I speak of ‘‘temporo-spatial integration” as distinguished from other forms of integration like sensory, cog-
nitive, phenomenological, formal-mathematical. How much such ‘‘temporo-spatial integration” allows to generate informa-
tion in the formal-mathematical sense as suggested in the IIT remains open to future investigation though.

Taken together, I consider ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” as an intrinsically temporo-spatial mechanism
that must be distinguished from cognitive and informational mechanisms. This leads me to suggest that consciousness is
intrinsically spatiotemporal – it is based on the temporo-spatial features of the brain and its spontaneous activity which,
as I suppose, translate into corresponding temporo-spatial features on the psychological side, i.e., the different dimensions
or features of consciousness. I here explicated such temporo-spatial approach for the level/state of consciousness; it needs to
be demonstrated for other dimensions of consciousness in the future. Hence, ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and integration”
may be regarded a first building bloc of a future ‘‘temporo-spatial” theory of consciousness (TTC) (Northoff, 2013, 2014b;
Northoff & Huang, submitted for publication).

3. Slow frequencies and cortical layers – ‘‘input summation

3.1. Upper and lower cortical layers – slow and fast frequencies

How can we garner additional support for the differential roles and relationship between slow and fast frequencies? For
that, I turn to the level of neural activity that lies beneath the regional level as measured with fMRI and EEG namely the level
of the different cortical layers where slow and fast frequencies are generated.

Though giving a prominent role to infraslow and slow frequency fluctuations, their exact physiological mechanisms
remain open. Both ISFs and SCP are assumed to result predominantly from subthreshold activity with negative shifts, e.g.,
depolarization as indexed by long-lasting excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs); these changes in cortical excitability
occur mainly in apical dendrites in the upper cortical layers, e.g., layers 1–3 (see He & Raichle, 2009; Khader, Schicke,
Röder, & Rösler, 2008; Logothetis, 2008; Logothetis, Pauls, Augath, Trinath, & Oeltermann, 2001; Raichle, 2015a, 2015b).
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Supragranular upper cortical layers 1–3 have also been related to consciousness (see He & Raichle, 2009 for review); their
exact role in mediating content and level/state of consciousness remains unclear at this point in time though.

Anatomically, the upper cortical supragranular upper layers 1–3 receive plenty of inputs from long-range intracortical
and cortico-cortical connections in different regions and networks within the brain (He & Raichle, 2009). Therefore, they
can be conceived as input-driven layers that must be distinguished from the mainly output-driven layers 4 and 5 (the tha-
lamus sends its input mainly to layers 4 and 5 in the cortex though) (He & Raichle, 2009; Logothetis, 2008; Logothetis et al.,
2001; Moutard, Dehaene, & Malach, 2015; Raichle, 2015a, 2015b; Schroeder, Lakatos, Kajikawa, Partan, & Puce, 2008).

We have to be careful though. Data suggest that lower-order sensory regions and higher-order associate regions show
different layer organisation. Bollimunta, Chen, Schroeder, and Ding (2008) and Bollimunta, Mo, Schroeder, and Ding
(2011) demonstrated that, in monkey visual cortex V1, primary pacemaking generators for alpha frequency can be observed
in infragranular and thus lower layers (rather than supragranular and upper layers). In contrast, higher regions like infer-
otemporal cortex show alpha pacemakers in supragranular and thus upper cortical layers (Bollimunta et al., 2008, 2011).
Based on these and other results, a recent review (Tan, 2015) suggests that slower frequencies are mediated by upper layers
in higher-order regions while they are primarily generated in lower layers in lower-order sensory cortex. The reverse holds
for the faster frequencies: they may be primarily generated in upper cortical layers in lower-order sensory cortex while being
generated in lower cortical layers in higher-order regions (Tan, 2015). In the following, I will focus on the cortical layers in
the higher-order regions for the sake of simplicity,

How are upper and lower cortical layers related to each other? Upper and lower cortical layers seem to be distinct and
related at the same time. A monkey LFP study by Ninomiya, Dougherty, Godlove, Schall, and Maier (2015) demonstrated high
degree of coherence within upper and lower cortical layers while low coherence was observed between them. However, at
the same time, they seem to be related with each other. Spaak, Bonnefond, Maier, Leopold, and Jensen (2012) observed neg-
ative correlation in power between upper and lower cortical layers indicating reciprocal balance. Moreover, both Spaak et al.
(2012) and Ninomiya et al. (2015) observed cross-frequency coupling between upper and lower layers: the alpha phase (7–
14 Hz) in monkey visual cortex V1 in layer 5 was coupled to the amplitude of gamma (30–200 Hz) in layer 2/3. These data
nicely complement the above ones on CFC on the regional level of neuronal activity. In the same way there is CFC between
different regions, these data also CFC to couple lower and higher cortical layers.

3.2. Upper and lower cortical layers – different interneurons and different frequencies

In addition to their differential roles with respect to input and output, upper and lower cortical layers can also be distin-
guished in their GABA-ergic interneurons. Among others (see below), GABAergic interneurons can be classified into
parvalbumin-expressing fast-spiking interneurons (PV), including basket and chandelier cells, and somatostatin-
expressing interneurons (SST), including Martinotti cells (see Roux & Buzsáki, 2015 for review). The remaining subsets of
GABAergic interneurons include a neuroglial form and bipolar and vasointestinal peptide-expressing multipolar interneu-
rons (Kawaguchi & Kondo, 2002; Kepecs & Fishell, 2014; Markram et al., 2004) Although fewer than 20% of neurons in
the cortex are GABA-ergic and inhibitory, they nevertheless have a central role in controlling how pyramidal cells function
in neural operations (Roux & Buzsáki, 2015).

Inhibitory SST neurons are mainly located in upper layers 1 and 2 of the cortex; SST interneurons predominantly exert
inhibitory input to the long-ranging dendrites of the pyramidal cells that convey inputs from cortico-cortical connections
within the same and across different regions (Roux & Buzsáki, 2015). Thus, the activation of SST interneurons inhibits den-
dritic inputs and isolates the proximal portions of the pyramidal cells to protect them from remote inputs, particularly those
from cortico-cortical connections.

Due to their location in layers 1 and 2, SST interneurons control cortico-cortical inputs, conveying a strong spatial dimen-
sion (from either different cells or regions) in input processing. Although they are not directly affected by the inputs them-
selves, the connected populations and regions modulate input processing by sending cortico-cortical connections that
terminate in layers 1 and 2. Since the different inputs originate in different cells or regions, their processing sums and links
together spatially segregated inputs into one input in one cell, population, or region, amounting to what I describe as ‘‘input
summation”.

By contrast, PV neurons are located in layers 3 and 4 (which is the major thalamo-cortical projection recipient layer) and
terminate on the bodies of pyramidal cells and the proximal parts of their axons and dendrites (Danziger, Levav, & Avnaim-
Pesso, 2011; Gentet, 2012). Due to their proximal termination, inhibitory PV neurons induce feed-forward suppression of
dendritic input to pyramidal cells and feedback suppression to axonal output. Activation of PV-expressing neurons enables
pyramidal cells to receive inputs thorough dendrites by dis-inhibiting SST neuronal dendrites (Danziger et al., 2011; Gentet,
2012; Roux & Buzsáki, 2015). Due to their location in output layers 3–5, PV-interneurons are most likely more involved in
gating the output, i.e., ‘‘output gating” as distinguished from ‘‘input summation”.

How are the different interneurons related to the different frequencies? Inhibitory interneurons provide temporal win-
dows of opportunity for selectively exciting pyramidal cells to integrate ensembles of different inputs and compare, e.g., nor-
malize output against input using oscillatory mechanisms (Buzsáki & Wang, 2012; Roux & Buzsáki, 2015). The different
inhibitory cells receive convergent inputs from pyramidal cells and tend to oscillate at distinct frequencies. SST interneurons
(and their location within layers 1 and 2) have a complementary role in slow, lower and mid-range oscillations, including ISF,
slow, delta, theta and beta oscillations during long-range interactions that extend from single cells over populations to
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regions (and even networks) (Arnulfo, Hirvonen, Nobili, Palva, & Palva, 2015; Engel, Gerloff, Hilgetag, & Nolte, 2013; He &
Raichle, 2009; Northoff, 2015; Womelsdorf, Valiante, Sahin, Miller, & Tiesinga, 2014).

By contrast, PV interneurons (and their location within layers 3 and 4) are central for inducing higher frequency oscilla-
tion ranges, including gamma, in local canonical microcircuits, (Buzsáki & Wang, 2012; Roux & Buzsáki, 2015; Sohal, Zhang,
Yizhar, & Deisseroth, 2009; Womelsdorf et al., 2014). Taken together, SST and PV interneurons can be characterized by dif-
ferences in layer location, i.e., upper and lower, roles, i.e., ‘‘input summation” and ‘‘output gating”, and frequencies, i.e., slow
and fast (see Fig. 3).

3.3. Different interneurons and slow frequencies – ‘‘input summation” and ‘‘temporal integration”

How does the differential temporal characterization of upper and lower cortical layers link to the above postulated neu-
ronal mechanism of ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness”? ‘‘Temporo-spatial integration and nestedness’ are medi-
ated by infraslow and slow frequencies which occur mainly in the upper cortical layers 1–3 (in higher-order cortical regions
as distinguished from lower-order sensory regions; see above). One may consequently suppose that ‘‘input summation” as
mediated by the slower frequencies in the upper cortical layers in higher-order regions may be central for ‘‘temporo-spatial
integration and nestedness” and subsequently for the level/state of consciousness. Let us detail this hypothesis in the
following.

The upper cortical layers (in higher-order associative regions) allow for summing different inputs that come from differ-
ent regions and show different temporal scales, i.e., frequencies. To sum the various inputs, their respective time scales and
different frequencies must be integrated and linked to each other. For that, the long cycle durations of the infraslow and slow
frequencies seem to be ideally suited: longer cycle duration make possible that a higher number of inputs at different points
in time with different time scales or frequencies can be linked and integrated within an ongoing cycle duration of high
excitability – this results in ‘‘input summation”. ‘‘Input summation” may thus allow for ‘‘temporal integration” of different
frequency ranges (as coming from different regions and their respective inputs) – this implies ‘‘temporal nestedness” almost
by default.

Let us be more detailed. The frequency of 0.01 Hz shows 100 s phase or cycle duration with a 50 s peak as being low exci-
table and a 50 s trough with high excitability. All stimuli that enter within the 50 s of the high excitable phase period can be
integrated and processed together as distinguished from those during the preceding or subsequent peak period. The same
holds analogously for faster frequencies like 1 Hz with its 0.5 periods of high and low excitability; the difference is that their
window of integration, i.e., ‘‘input summation” is much smaller due to the shorter phase or cycle duration. Hence, the tem-
poral window for ‘‘input summation” is much larger in the slower frequencies when compared to the faster ones – the slow
and especially infraslow frequencies are thus ideally suited for ‘‘input summation”.

How is such ‘‘input summation” related to the level/state of consciousness? I hypothesize that ‘‘input summation” in the
upper cortical layers of higher-order associate regions (and possibly in the lower cortical layers of lower-order sensory
regions”) is mediated by slow frequencies with their long cycle durations. What we described as ‘‘temporal integration”
on the regional level may be based on and traced to ‘‘input summation” on the level of the cortical layers. Accordingly, I sup-
pose that ‘‘input summation” provides the layer-specific neuronal mechanisms underlying ‘‘temporal integration” on the
regional level.

Given that ‘‘input summation” may most likely be mediated by specific interneurons like SST, one would expect them to
take on a central role for the level/state of consciousness. Temporary inactivation of SST interneurons should thus lead to
transitory lapses in arousal, i.e., level/state of consciousness as in unconscious processing (see above). While permanent loss
Fig. 3. Different layers (in higher order associative regions), neuronal mechanisms and neural conditions of consciousness. The figure demonstrates on the
left the different cortical layers mainly upper and lower with their respective frequencies as illustrated by the coloured schema. On the right, the
corresponding temporo-spatial mechanisms, i.e., ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” and ‘‘temporo-spatial selection” as well as the respective
neural conditions, i.e., neural correlates and predispositions of consciousness, are indicated.
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of consciousness as in sleep, anesthesia, or vegetative state may be related to continuously lost interneuron function like SST.
This is well compatible with the fact that anesthestic drugs like propofol or sevofluane modulate GABA-A receptors and do
thereby impact GABA-ergic interneurons like SST – the GABA-ergic blockade of these interneurons tus leads to loss of con-
sciousness. In sum, I hypothesize a central role for SST-interneurons and ‘‘input summation” in generating ‘‘temporal inte-
gration” and subsequently the level/state of consciousness.

3.4. Lower cortical layers and faster frequencies – ‘‘temporo-spatial selection” of the contents of consciousness

How are the infraslow and slow frequencies related to the higher frequencies? On the macroscopic-regional level of neu-
ral activity slower and higher frequencies are coupled with each other as observed in cross-frequency coupling (CFC) (See
above). The exact neuro-physiological mechanisms underlying such CFC remain unclear though (see also Aru et al., 2015).
Based on the differential features of upper and lower cortical layers, one may want to tentatively hypothesize that slow-
fast CFC may be related to and possibly mediate information flow from upper to lower cortical layers. Specifically, inputs
and their information may flow from the apical dendrites in the upper cortical layers with their slower frequencies to the
pyramidal cell bodies in lower layers like layer 5, the main output layer, that exhibit faster frequencies.

Most interestingly, the layer 5 pyramidal neurons have recently been supposed to be central for linking and integrating
level/state and content/data of consciousness (‘‘C = L � D”) (see Bachmann & Hudetz, 2015). This is well compatible with the
here suggested neurophysiological hypotheses that may extend the one by Bachmann and Hudetz. The lower cortical layers
show faster frequencies; this may allow for ‘‘output gating” (see above) and, more specifically, to provide exact and precise
timing in the processing of the respective contents. Only those contents whose temporal profile suits the ongoing high fre-
quency dynamics of the lower cortical layers may then be able to pass beyond the latter’s ‘‘output gating” and thus be
selected as content for consciousness.

‘‘Output gating” in the lower cortical layers may then be associated with what I describe as ‘‘temporo-spatial selection” of
the content of consciousness: the actual contents are selected by the lower cortical layers’ high frequency dynamics on the
basis of their fine-grained and precise temporal and spatial profile. I consequently hypothesize that the content of conscious-
ness including its specific temporal profile may be related to ‘‘temporo-spatial selection” as presumably mediated by ‘‘output
gating” in the lower cortical layers with their higher frequencies.

The assumption of ‘‘temporo-spatial selection” as mechanism of the contents of consciousness is well in accordance with
the central role of faster frequencies like beta and gamma in consciousness (Bachmann & Hudetz, 2015; Dehaene &
Changeux, 2011; Engel & Singer, 2001; Tallon-Baudry, 2009; Womelsdorf, Anton-Erxleben, & Treue, 2008). The lower cortical
layers are featured mainly by faster frequencies in exactly these ranges, i.e., beta and gamma (See above) – this suits them
ideally for selecting the contents of consciousness based on their temporo-spatial features, i.e., ‘‘temporo-spatial selection”.
The faster frequencies as related to the lower cortical layers may consequently take on a central role for specifically the con-
tents of consciousness.

Moreover, one may hypothesize that such ‘‘temporo-spatial selection” may be specifically related to a particular type of
interneurons, i.e., PV-interneurons, that are abundant in the lower cortical layers (see above). That may distinguish
‘‘temporo-spatial selection” from ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” that may rather be mediated by SST-
interneurons in the upper cortical layers (See above). Future studies in predominantly animals are necessary to lend further
empirical support to the assumption of differential roles of SST- and PV-interneurons for the level/state and content of con-
sciousness though.

Taken together, I hypothesize that upper and lower cortical layers take on distinct roles in constituting the level/state and
content of consciousness. Due to its predominantly slower frequencies, the upper cortical layers (in higher-order regions)
with their slower frequencies and SST-interneurons may provide ‘‘input summation” that allows for ‘‘temporo-spatial inte-
gration and nestedness” and subsequently the level/state of consciousness. While the lower cortical layers (in higher-order
regions) with PV-interneurons and their faster frequencies may rather allow for ‘‘output gating” which, in turn, may be cen-
tral for selecting the contents of consciousness, i.e., ‘‘temporo-spatial selection”. Due to such differential roles, contents may
still be present even in the absence of consciousness (as during unconscious processing) while, reversely, consciousness may
also be present during the absence of contents (as during meditation).

3.5. Differential roles of slow and fast frequencies – neural correlates of consciousness (NCC) versus neural predispositions of
consciousness (NPC)

What is the role of slow frequencies for consciousness? Slower frequencies including both infraslow and slow show high
power and long cycle duration which provides the neuronal basis, i.e., ‘‘temporal basement” that operates as ‘‘default-mode”
(Sanchez-Vives & Mattia, 2014), for the coupling to faster frequencies, i.e., cross-frequency coupling (CFC). If the power of the
faster frequencies as in beta or gamma is decreased (Bachmann & Hudetz, 2015; Dehaene & Changeux, 2011; Engel & Singer,
2001; Tallon-Baudry, 2009; Womelsdorf et al., 2008), cross-frequency coupling can no longer operate and function even if
the slower frequencies by themselves are preserved (or even increased in power which may possibly be even related to
the loss of CFC?)– the level/state of consciousness is lost.

Taken in this way, slower frequencies cannot be considered sufficient by themselves for consciousness; they require
proper power in faster frequencies to constitute ‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness” and to thereby maintain the level/state of
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consciousness. Therefore, the slower frequencies are not a neural correlate of consciousness (NCC). However, even though
non-sufficient, slower frequencies nevertheless remain a necessary neural condition since their long cycle durations and
strong power provide the indispensable basis, i.e., the ‘‘temporal basement” that operates as ‘‘default-mode” (Sanchez-
Vives & Mattia, 2014) for their coupling to faster frequencies, i.e., CFC. Therefore, the slower frequencies can be characterized
as necessary non-sufficient neural condition of possible consciousness and thus a ‘‘neural predisposition of consciousness”
(NPC) (Northoff, 2013, 2014b; Northoff & Heiss, 2015) (see right part in Fig. 3).

Their role as neural predisposition distinguishes the slower frequencies from the faster ones. The proper power in faster
frequencies like gamma and beta is accompanied with a ‘‘normal” level/state of consciousness. Therefore, the faster frequen-
cies like beta and gamma are often considered sufficient for consciousness and thus a ‘‘neural correlates of consciousness”
(NCC) (Bachmann & Hudetz, 2015; Dehaene & Changeux, 2011; Engel & Singer, 2001; Tallon-Baudry, 2009; Womelsdorf
et al., 2008). However, at the same time, the faster frequencies by themselves, i.e., independent of the slower ones with their
strong power and long cycle durations, remain unable to initiate consciousness. The faster frequencies are thus not a neural
predisposition of consciousness (NPC).

How does the distinction between NCC and NPC stand in relation to the concept of ‘‘neural prerequisites”? The distinction
between NCC and NPC extends the distinction between neural prerequisites and correlates (Aru, Bachmann, Singer, &
Melloni, 2012; de Graaf, Hsieh, & Sack, 2012; Koch et al., 2016; Northoff, 2014b). ‘‘Neural prerequisites” are closely related
to NCC preceding them temporally and spatially like the pre-stimulus activity levels. This is different in the NPC that refer to
neuronal mechanisms that remain independent of stimulus-induced activity as they can already be observed in the resting
state or the brain’s spontaneous activity. That very same spontaneous activity is characterized by strong power in slow and
infraslow frequencies with ‘‘temporo-spatial nestedness’ which is tilted towards the faster frequencies during stimulus-
induced or task-evoked activity (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001; Palva et al., 2013) (See above). I consequently postulate that
both neural correlates and requisites find their underlying necessary (though non-sufficient) neural conditions in the slower
frequencies as neural predisposition.
4. Conclusion

How can we resolve the ‘‘paradox of slow frequencies”? The slower frequencies are a necessary albeit non-sufficient neu-
ral condition of the level/state of consciousness, i.e., neural predisposition (NPC). Hence, when ‘‘left alone” as during the loss
of power in faster frequencies, the slower frequency themselves remain unable to maintain the level/state of consciousness –
they are not a sufficient condition, i.e., NCC. This is well compatible with the data that show indeed preserved if not increased
power in slower frequencies and decreased power in faster frequencies during the loss of consciousness in sleep, anesthesia,
and unresponsive wakefulness (UWRS) – ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nestedness” are replaced by ‘‘temporo-spatial
fragmentation and isolation”.

However, I postulate that the converse scenario, i.e., ‘‘normal” power in faster frequencies and decreased power in slower
frequencies, also leads to the loss of consciousness. In that case, the necessary non-sufficient condition of the level/state of
consciousness, i.e., the slower frequencies as NPC, is no longer given – this makes consciousness equally impossible. That
remains to be tested in the future though. Most important, the assignment of different roles to slow and fast frequencies
in terms of NPC and NCC resolves the ‘‘paradox of slow frequencies” in current research about consciousness. Slower fre-
quencies alone, i.e., without proper coupling to faster frequencies, cannot maintain the level/state of consciousness since
they are not an NCC. However, without slower frequencies as NPC, the ‘‘temporal basement” that operates as ‘‘default-
mode” (Sanchez-Vives & Mattia, 2014) is missing which also makes impossible the level/state of consciousness.

I conclude that we need to understand the level/state of consciousness (and consciousness in general) in temporo-spatial
terms (rather than in a cognitive, informational, or otherwise way). This provides a novel view on consciousness, a temporo-
spatial view, which implies the search for truly temporo-spatial mechanisms like ‘‘temporo-spatial integration and nested-
ness” as suggested here. Future research will, I am sure, unravel, other and additional truly temporo-spatial mechanisms and
how they can account for different features and dimensions of consciousness. Conceived in this way, ‘‘temporo-spatial inte-
gration and nestedness” may be considered a first ‘‘building bloc” of a future ‘‘temporo-spatial theory of consciousness” (TTC)
(Northoff, 2013, 2014b; Northoff & Huang, submitted for publication).
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